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Toward Gender and 
Sexuality Studies?
Is there room within Harvard’s curricu-
lar cornucopia to house formal academic
work on gender and sexuality studies? The
question is being posed by Bradley S. Epps,
professor of Romance languages and liter-
atures, and Heather K. Love ’91,  a postdoc-
toral fellow and lecturer on literature.

During conversations
this winter and spring
with a working group of
more than a dozen faculty
colleagues, and in meet-
ings with students, they
have elicited interest 
in obtaining “curricular
space” for fields encom-
passing “queer studies”
and bisexual, gay, lesbian,
and transgendered studies
(BGLTS). Queer studies,
evolved by academic theo-
rists during the past dec-
ade, encompasses what
Epps describes as study of
“gender and sexuality as
significant components to
the formation and mainte-
nance of culture.” As such,
he says, “Queer theory in-
terrogates identity in a
very dramatic way: what
does it mean to say one is
such and such, or to iden-
tify others that way, and what does it
mean for a community or for democracy?”
He categorizes BGLTS as a subset: the
study of the interests and identities of
specific communities.

In a scattered way, such subjects al-
ready exist at Harvard. Epps, who serves
as director of undergraduate studies in
Romance languages, not only teaches
courses in Spanish literature and Catalan
language and literature, but also o≠ers
Romance Studies 196, “Other Romances:
Literature, Cinema, and Queerness.” That
course examines the topic through films,
fiction from Sade and Genet to Puig and
others, and theoretical texts. Love, whose
doctoral dissertation at the University of
Virginia concerned “early twentieth-cen-
tury representations of tragic and failed

lesbians” in literature, has o≠ered two
courses this year. Last fall, she taught Lit-
erature 131, “Twentieth-Century Fictions
of Sexuality,” exploring “questions of au-
thenticity and artifice and [of] narrative
techniques of indirection, secrecy, and
suggestion,” covering writers from James
Baldwin and Willa Cather to Henry
James and Oscar Wilde, plus theorists
such as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. This
term, she runs Literature 105, “Introduc-

tion to the Theory of Sexuality,” with
sources from Freud and Foucault to con-
temporary literature, film, and ’zines.
And in women’s studies, lecturer Mari
Ruti has a seminar this spring titled “On
Love: Gender, Sexuality, Identity,” with
works from Sense and Sensibility to Lolita.

From a scholarly perspective, Epps and
Love see reasons aplenty to make such in-
quiries broader, more systematic, and more
accessible at Harvard. Love recalls that
when she did her senior thesis on the
French lesbian poet Renée Vivien, “The
field hadn’t taken shape.” But by the time
she entered graduate school in the mid
1990s, Sedgwick, at Duke, and other theo-
rists had created an analytical framework
that “transformed my academic and intel-
lectual life.” A field of inquiry begun with

questions about the history of same-sex
desire blossomed “into a whole set of other
intellectual issues—how histories are con-
structed in general,” she says, and how in-
dividuals have identities within society.

That way of looking at diverse ques-
tions has spread widely. Duke University
Press has Series Q, now numbering nearly
three dozen queer-studies books, and
publishes GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay
Studies quarterly. Similar e≠orts exist at

the academic presses of
Columbia and New York
Universities. Love has
summarized courses and
academic endeavors at
Berkeley, Brown, Chicago,
Cornell, Duke, NYU, and
Yale, ranging from re-
search programs to mi-
nors and concentrations.

Epps defines the poten-
tial scope for intellectual
inquiry very broadly. In his
o∞ce in Boylston Hall, he
spills out a torrent of 
ideas for historical study;
legal issues (from sodomy
statutes and property law
to the conditions of mili-
tary service and immigra-
tion); anthropology; “con-
struction of gendered or
sexual identity” in sports,
entertainment, fashion,
and religion; the classics;
linguistics and speech; and

even scientific explorations of heredity
and behavior. “It’s extraordinarily preva-
lent,” he says, and it “fans out in all sorts
of ways, in all sorts of disciplines.”

In face of that ambitious agenda, Har-
vard’s current commitment to the field is
relatively slight. As Love points out, the
present course o≠erings can be evanes-
cent: she will move on to a new assistant
professorship at the University of Penn-
sylvania in the fall of 2003, presumably
taking her courses with her unless a suc-
cessor is appointed.

For Harvard, Epps and Love envision a
limited starting point. Bolstered by evi-
dence of student interest, they and their
faculty colleagues plan to propose this
spring an academic committee that might
compile and disseminate a faculty inter-

Bradley Epps and Heather Love seek “curricular space” 
for gender-related scholarly inquiry.
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est list (both to help professors collabo-
rate, and to help students find advisers
for independent study and theses) and a
course list (information now often buried
in elements of courses in an array of de-
partments). They also hope for funds for
research on the emerging discipline itself,
for further course development, and for
student research projects.

Their proposal faces an uncertain recep-
tion, not least because the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences decanal structure is in tran-
sition (see page 48). More broadly, of
course, their project must overcome skep-
ticism about the intellectual rigor of the
discipline, and perhaps unspoken qualms
about its subject. In discussing the field,
Epps suggests a certain knowingness
about the politics. He prefers the term
“queer studies,” he says, as a “more ample”
definition of the subject. But he acknowl-
edges that “gender and sexuality stud-

ies”—the flag he and his colleagues have
decided to fly in finding a formal home at
the University—is “most easily integrated
into a relatively conservative understand-
ing of the discipline,” and hence perhaps
more palatable to Harvard today.

J O H N  H A R VA R D ’ S  J O U R N A L

Double Vision
Having experienced their own twen-
ty-fifth reunion last year, twin brothers
Mark and Steve O’Donnell (’76 and ’76,
respectively) o≠er these visions, tran-
scribed while they murmured in a rest-
less dream state on undersized beds ex-
pressly borrowed from a freshman dorm.
Here is a sample of what members of the
class of 1977—and other reunioners—
may very well see and hear for them-
selves this June.

Someone comments, “Wow! I didn’t
know there was an Under-Under Secre-
tary of Transportation.”

A man and woman who came close to ro-
mance junior year but somehow missed
their opportunity somehow miss their
opportunity again.

Hundreds in the class of ’77 have to ask,
“Where exactly is Prescott Street again?”

Mass confusion ensues in the “Rainbow”
and “Canary” groups of alumni

children when several kids actually have
those first names.

Uncomfortable moment as proud par-
ents describe carefully planned inter-
course in 1980 to insure daughter’s Har-
vard graduation coincides with their
twenty-fifth.

Your old roommate rejoices to discover
the petrified piece of blueberry pie left in
the Leverett B-31 light fixture in 1975.

Rash of headaches among Dale Carnegie-
types trying to read lapel-level nametags
while simultaneously maintaining eye
contact.

A seminar on “Spiritual Fulfillment in
Later Life” bogs down in lengthy discus-
sion of widespread knee problems. 

Massive stone arch, donated by Bill Gates,
carries beautiful carved inscription: “This
cost me three seconds’ income.”

Terrorists the world over are fright-
ened to learn that 

top class fundrais-
ers will ruthlessly
track them down
simply by adding
their names to the
phonathon lists.

Symposium ends
on awkward note
when Nobel laure-
ate in physics can-
not explain how
they get that H in the

ice cream.

Returning band members insist on wear-
ing their College blazers, injuring class-
mates with ballistic buttons.

Shoving match breaks out at barbecue
during a heated debate over the technical
di≠erences among a provost, a comptroller, a
bursar, and a grand vizier.

Despite repeated assertions that “loving
your work constitutes success,” calcula-
tions as to relative solvency are rampant.

Old boy spots name tag on a current
freshman and briefly wonders if she
knew his grandpa, Ned Farnsworth, who
was also class of ’05.

Sensitive poets in the class discover they
enjoy the same acclaim and celebration
they knew as undergraduates. Sadly.

Mysterious frosty vial, spotted in pocket
of distinguished stem-cell researcher, is
labeled “Harvard Class of 3000.”

Wiseacre shows up at Loker Commons
lost- and-found and asks for his youth.

Mark and Steve O’Donnell are writers living in
New York City.
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